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“In June 2013, the American Medical Association
recognized obesity as a disease, a change that makes the
need for healthful restaurant options more vital than ever.
Diners still see dining out as time to indulge, which means
the foodservice industry needs to do more to hit both menu
marks to create appealing “craveable” foods that also
better-for-you.”
– Kathy Hayden, Foodservice Analyst
In this report we answer the key questions:
•
•
•
•

What is the restaurant industry’s role in helping to reverse the U.S. obesity epidemic?
How do customers define healthy dining?
What are more ways restaurants present better “better-for-you” ideas?
How does the consumer rank taste compared to health?

Many – especially media and industry watchdog groups – point the finger at foodservice as a culprit in
the obesity epidemic. Some restaurants have responded with better-for-you (BFY) options, from
slimmed down breakfast sandwiches to Greek frozen yogurt desserts. On the consumer side: people
still believe they are capable of making healthful choices when presented with better restaurant
options, yet Mintel’s recent surveys show that consumers admit they often let cravings guide their
menu choices. Part of the healthy dining disconnect comes from differing opinions and definitions about
healthy eating habits, and this report collects the latest consumer opinion and dietary expertise on
what defines BFY dining options. This report explores how food suppliers and operators can provide
options and also share the responsibility of providing consumers with better choices and get the
nation’s menus in line with what people choose in terms of healthy dining.
Earlier attempts at healthful dining showed that heart-healthy symbols and “no” or “low” menu
descriptors inadvertently sent messages that BFY foods were less tasty than regular menu options.
While the industry has still not found the “magic formula” for offering the types of BFY items that could
change the industry, many operators have made strides in offering highly appealing and healthful
menu options that are good enough for customers to order again and again. To examine the progress
in healthy restaurant dining, this report explores:
•

Current consumer ideas about how to make healthy dining choices

•

Current consumer attitudes toward healthier dining options at restaurants

•

Current consumer attitudes about how restaurants are succeeding in helping them make smarter
eating choices

•

How changing eating patterns (snacking, changing meal times) influence BFY menu development
and marketing efforts

•

How different restaurant segments have succeeded in making healthier dining options a successful
part of menu development

•

How emerging restaurant chains have the potential to change the landscape for healthful dining
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